PRODUCTS & FEATURES

Showpad Coach:
What’s in it for LearnCore Users?
More intuitive, more engaging, more effective.

SHOWPAD COACH MAKES IT EASIER FOR YOU TO LEARN WHAT YOU NEED
TO MAKE QUOTA
LearnCore is about to become the new Showpad Coach. Incorporating the feedback from
hundreds of hours of customer interviews, Showpad Coach features a host of usability
improvements so you can find the best ways to win, fast.

FIND AND MASTER DEAL-WINNING MATERIAL
Bite-sized, just-in-time learning experiences are arranged in guided paths so you won’t miss
the information you need to close deals and make quota. Easily find important topics, see
what you need to study, take your training bit by bit, and record test sales pitches to confirm
you’ve mastered the topic.
With a library of pitches to learn from, you can see the best of your peers’ work. You and
your peers can review each other’s pitches to share best practices.

YOUR SINGLE, INTUITIVE ACCESS POINT FOR TRAINING
Showpad Coach’s new learner dashboard organizes and prioritizes training and coaching
for you:
•
•
•
•

Use the new web and mobile experience to view easy-to-understand assignment tiles
with Paths to Do, Courses to Do, and Pitch IQs to Do.
See all social discussions in a new centralized place, so you can ask questions of your
peers, managers and trainers, as well as access a library of pitches from your peers.
Bookmark your place in lessons, courses, pitches, and paths, and take private notes.
Engage with an immersive in-course experience with full-screen learning.

If you also use Showpad Content, you can use the same dashboard to build presentations
after training—there’s no need to learn a new interface.

Showpad Coach is coming soon
Your Showpad/LearnCore administrator will let you know when you can take advantage of the new changes.
Stay tuned!
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